Daniel Bravo Grants 2022 call

APPLICANT: Personal data
-

Title (Mr | Ms | Dr | Prof.)
First Name
Second Name
Date of birth
Gender (Male | Female)
Address (Street, City, Postal code)
Contact phone
Email

PREGUNTES, IMPACTE I FUTUR: Utilitzant un llenguatge planer i adequat per
a persones alienes a la recerca biomèdica contesteu, en català o castellà, aquests
apartats:
-

A quina pregunta vol respondre la teva recerca? (màxim 1.500 caràcters)

-

Creus que pot tenir algun impacte en els pacients (propers i/o globals) ?
Quin ? (màxim 1.500 caràcters)

-

De quina manera creus que la Beca Daniel Bravo pot influir en el teu futur?
(màxim 1.500 caràcters)

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
-

Education: Title, location and year (in reverse chronological order, your
education and training starting from the beginning of your university)
Important publications (list your 3 most important peer reviewed publications in
international journals, excluding submitted or in preparation, in reverse
chronological order)
Research experience (list in reverse chronological order, your research training
and positions held including your PhD research. State the duration, kind of
training or position, the research topic, the supervisor and the institute if
applicable)

HOME INSTITUTION AND CURRENT POSITION
-

-

Position (PhD Student | Postdoctoral researcher | Researcher assistant |
Other)
Starting date of present position
Until when do you expect to stay in your current position
Institution
Department
Address (Street, City, Postal code)
Name of Mentor or Group Leader (Signer of the Letter of recommendation)
Email
Work at home institution (the synopsis of work performed at the home institute
should be designed to allow the reader to appreciate both your past experience
and its relevance, if any, to the proposed research topic at the hosting institution.
1.500 characters maximum).
Why your home institution is interested on your stay? (explain why your
home institution and current research group is interested on your stay at host
institution. Describe how your visit will enhance collaboration between groups.
1.500 characters maximum).

HOST INSTITUTION
-

Institution
Department
Address (Street, City, Postal code, Country)
Name of Mentor or Group Leader (Signer of the Letter of recommendation)
Email
Personal motivation (briefly describe your personal motivation to choose this
particular laboratory for your proposed research topic. Explain how you reached
the host institution and potential further collaboration 1.500 characters maximum)
Key publications (list 3 key publications of the host laboratory in the area of your
proposed search)

PROJECT & IMPACT
-

Project title
Grant: Basic and clinical cardiovascular research OR Cardiovascular imaging
research
Impact type: select a maximum of 3 over 6 alternatives
o Academic impact.
▪ producing knowledge that will be published in high-impact journals
▪ producing knowledge that will generate capacity for future research
by providing the home institutions with direction, priorities or skills.
o Clinical impact.
▪ producing knowledge that can influence clinical practice guides
▪ producing knowledge improve medical and healthcare practice at
the local level.
o Social impact.
▪ producing knowledge that can influence public health policies

▪

producing knowledge offer benefits for
healthcare systems, such as enhancing
efficiency or maximising resources.

-

Select the principal aimed impact
Select ONE impact
Academic impact that will be published in high-impact journals
Academic impact that will generate capacity for future research by providing
direction, priorities or skills.
Clinical impact that can influence clinical practice guides
Clinical impact that can improve healthcare practice at the local level.
Social impact that can influence public health policies
Social impact that offers benefits for healthcare systems, such as enhancing
efficiency or maximising resources

Explain your selection
Explain in few words why you favoured selected impact among others. Maximum
1.500 characters

Describe the promise of impact
Describe in a non-scientist way how Daniel Bravo Grant may help to achieve
selected impact and other outcomes of the project & group you are applying to work
with. Maximum 1.500 characters

Proposed work at the host institution
The research proposal should be sufficiently detailed to allow the evaluators to form
a clear idea of the planned work. Figures or tables cannot be included. Maximum
6.000 characters.

Trip details
-

Duration (months, a value between 3 and 9)
Expected dates: Start (between 1/6/ 2022 and 30/11/ 2022)
Expected dates: Termination
Forecasted airfare (minimum to maximum cost, airline/s, etc)

Necessary attachments to complete submission form
-

Motivation letter upload scanned copy of the motivation letter in PDF format:
name-motivation.pdf)
The letter must be headed to: Fundació Privada Daniel Bravo Andreu (Daniel Bravo
Andreu Private Foundation).
It should clearly motivate why do you want to apply for Daniel Bravo Grant (functions and
knowledge to be acquired, relevance for your current and future research, potential impact
and area of action, etc...)

-

Letter of recommendation (upload scanned copy of the letter of
recommendation in PDF format: name-recommend.pdf)
The letter must be headed to: Fundació Privada Daniel Bravo Andreu (Daniel Bravo
Andreu Private Foundation).
It should contain a brief explanation of the reasons to support Daniel Bravo Grant
applicant (why this candidate, meaning of the project, novelty, etc....)

-

Letter of acceptance (upload scanned copy of the letter of acceptance in PDF
format: name-accept.pdf)
The letter must be headed to: Fundació Privada Daniel Bravo Andreu (Daniel Bravo
Andreu Private Foundation).
The group leader at the host institution is requested to outline why he/she wishes to have
the Daniel Bravo Grant applicant work in his/her laboratory.

